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The politics of paper: negotiating over and around
indigeneship certification in Plateau State, Nigeria
Henry Gyang Manga and David Ehrhardtb

aCentre for Conflict Management and Peace Studies, University of Jos, Jos, Nigeria; bLeiden University
College, Leiden University, The Hague, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The certificationof indigeneship inNigeria has becomeoneof themost
contested documentation processes in the country, given its implica-
tions for Nigerians’ citizenship rights andpolitical and economic oppor-
tunities. This paper analyses the contestations over and around
indigeneship certification in Plateau State. It argues that while the
notion of indigeneship has roots in the colonial period, postcolonial
forces have reshaped and transformed it. The increasingly poor doc-
umentationpractices of theNigerian state, particularly at the local level,
have interacted with a fragmentation and formalisation of “indigenous
belonging” and given it new functions. In the context of Plateau State,
then, this paper shows how these processes have resulted in at least
two distinct forms of contestation over indigeneship: first, the inter-
group competition over indigeneship in Jos North and, second, the
contestation around the margins of indigeneship in the rural areas of
Quan Pan.

RÉSUMÉ
La certification du statut d’indigène au Nigeria est devenue l’un des
processus de documentation les plus contestés du pays, étant donné
ses implications pour les droits à la citoyenneté et les opportunités
politiques et économiques des Nigérians. Cet article analyse les
contestations relatives à la certification du statut d’indigène dans
l’État du Plateau au Nigeria. Il soutient que si la notion de statut
d’indigène trouve ses racines dans la période coloniale, des forces
postcoloniales l’ont refaçonnée et transformée. Les pratiques de plus
en plus déficientes de la documentation dans l’État nigérian, en
particulier au plan local, ont interagi avec une fragmentation et une
formalisation de « l’appartenance indigène » et assigné à celle-ci une
nouvelle fonction. Ainsi, au regard du contexte de l’État du Plateau,
cet articlemontre combien ces processus ont entraîné aumoins deux
formes distinctes de contestation concernant le statut d’indigène :
premièrement, la compétition entre groupes relativement au statut
d’indigène à Jos-Nord et, deuxièmement, la contestation autour des
limites du statut d’indigène dans les zones rurales de Quan-Pan.
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Introduction

A recurring theme in contemporary African politics is the subject of territorial belonging.
Who is designated a native, indigene, owner of the land, son of the soil, or autochthon?
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What special rights or privileges are associated with these statuses? And how is the state
implicated in the negotiations over status and privileges? Many have argued that the
politics of the soil, which thrives in Nigeria, has gained influence over the way states design
policy and distribute political and economic opportunities (Geschiere 2009). In Nigeria, the
category of “indigene” has effectively become a secondary tier of citizenship, administered
by state and local governments. It is materially embodied in an “indigeneship certificate”
issued by the local or state government officials. This certificate is the tangible key that
opens doors to political appointment, public economic opportunities, and political partici-
pation (Fourchard 2015; Ehrhardt 2017). Bureaucrats are encouraged to engage in certifica-
tion by high-level policy documents, including the Federal Constitution of Nigeria (1999),
but they are given a great deal of latitude over the requirements and rituals of certification.
The resulting variation creates divergent political realities across the country. By exploring
the legislation and contestation around certification in the context of Plateau State, we aim
to shed light on these political realities and describe some of the everyday ways in which
indigeneship functions in Nigeria today.

The paper will begin with a brief discussion of documentation in Nigerian governance.
To better comprehend the subtleties involved in Nigeria’s documentary politics of the soil,
however, wemust also understand some of their historical evolution. We trace the roots of
indigeneship back to British indirect rule, but highlight significant changes in the frag-
mentation, formalisation, and functionality of indigeneship that have followed in the
postcolonial era. As political classifications have shifted from the colonial notion of the
“native” to the postcolonial “indigene,” documentarily inscribed spaces of belonging have
fragmented from regions to increasing numbers of states and local governments. With
this fragmentation, indigeneship has become increasingly formalised and certified, even
as the certification processes have varied in their meaning and their implications across
the country (Nigeria Research Network 2014; Ehrhardt 2017). Finally, the combination of
fragmentation and formalisation has interacted with Nigeria’s broader political-economic
game to change the functions of indigeneship, often exacerbating intergroup competi-
tion at the level of local and state governments (Bach 1989; Human Rights Watch 2006).

Having sketched out these trends in indigeneship certification, we then explore theways in
which they play out in two case studies from Plateau State, one of themost contested areas in
Nigeria when it comes to issues of indigeneship. The analysis in this section is based on
qualitative interviews conducted in the region by one of the authors; details of the interviews
are provided in the endnotes. First, we look at the negotiation and competition over indi-
geneity certificates in Jos North and, second, we consider the negotiation around indigeneity
certificates for “indigenous settlers” in Quan Pan. In the latter especially, we observe the
contradictions involved in bureaucratically defining ethnic belonging as a requirement for
rights and opportunities in a multi-ethnic federation. Together, the case studies illustrate two
ways in which indigeneship contestation shapes peoples’ imaginaries, expectations, and
experiences in everyday life: one focused on groups competing for indigeneship, and another
on struggling for access to opportunities on the margins of indigeneship.

I. The vivacity of documents in Nigerian governance

In January 2016, a scandal occurred in the Nigerian National Assembly: the original hard
copy of Nigeria’s provisional budget document, which had been read out by the
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President and handed to the National Assembly, went missing within the chambers of
the Senate. How? We might ask – but the proper question should be why? Should there
not be copies available for all members of the Senate? Why was there a motive and
opportunity to “steal” the original document? Many reasons were adduced by the
media, but nothing (convincingly) official was communicated by either the executive
or the legislative arms of government (Gaffey 2016). As has been the case since 1960,
the issue was left to die a “natural death due to the Nigerian factor,” (Omotoso 2014),
where “natural” in the Nigerian lexicon translates to something “inappropriate but
expected, allowed, or avoided” (Nwosu 2012, 45).

Nigeria’s public bureaucracies are not very effective at organising or maintaining their
records, or at making their records accessible for the Nigerian public. Until 2012, all
government institutions processed their payrolls, personnel, and official information
manually – despite the presence of both personal computers and proprietary govern-
ance, bureaucratic and financial management systems. In many cases, most especially
within the local government system, paper processing and filing remains the foremost
process of documentation, indexing and cataloguing, and any attempt at transforming
the system meets with strong resistance. Although it is beyond this paper to analyse this
phenomenon in detail, we can suggest two of its causes. First, the slow process of
bureaucracy has encouraged a transactional environment in which bureaucrats are
encouraged to hasten processes (most especially as regards financial or contractual
obligations) of either contracts or payments. In some cases, files go temporarily missing
in order for contractors or others in need of services to grease palms.

Secondly, more senior bureaucrats and politicians use the slow and cumbersome process
of paper administration as an avenue to negotiate cross-purposes in politics and develop-
ment. While a politicianmight have executive authority, the bureaucrat ties the knots, and in
an environment prone to corruption, a great danger portends when paper documentation
is handled and passed without proper indexing or cataloguing. Very few (if any) institutions
can boast of preserving their records in Nigeria since independence. The situation is worse
when it comes to the country’s financial management system, where a case study on the
Financial Records Systems in Nigeria shows that state and federal accounting officers do not
delegate any responsibility for the management of financial records:

Thus, there is no top-level post within finance that takes direct responsibility for records
management, nor is there anyone within finance that ‘champions’ record management.
There does not appear to be any direct involvement by the National Archives in the
management of financial records nor any financial expertise within the Archives. (World
Bank/International Records Management Trust Partnership Project, 2002)

The mishandling of both the analogue and digital processes of information manage-
ment in Nigeria has resulted in a severe lack of institutional memory. This ranges from
issues as seemingly insignificant as disappearance of office records, which could trans-
late into an unwarranted repeating of activities, to more significant issues of missing
court processes.1 The National Archives in Kaduna, for instance, have seen pages in files
either defaced or torn out by individuals or groups in order to protect certain evidence
concerning inheritance or traditional primordial ties which have over time led to
disputes either in arbitration or in court.2 In fact, the act of obfuscating the
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documentation process has become such a common feature of Nigerian bureaucracy
and politics that missing documents quickly become the butt of public jokes (Okayafrica.
com 2016).

Despite all the problems in bureaucratic documentation in Nigeria, it would be a mistake
to think that paper documents are unimportant. In fact, the “mishandling” of bureaucratic
documentation is often deliberate and calculated, and it is precisely because paper docu-
ments are considered crucial that their production, distribution, or obfuscation are made
meaningful and profitable. Bureaucratic paper has power, because it codifies and embodies
decisions and rules that can empower or constrain people. As such, bureaucrats and other
authorities face strong incentives to influence the documentation process to their own
advantage, or in the interests of others. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the process
of certifying indigeneship: while it is marred by “mishandling,” from the fraudulent sale of
certificates to the lack of systematic registration of indigeneship, it is also crucial in
distributing political and economic opportunities and has, as such, become central to
everyday negotiations of Nigerian citizenship. To elucidate these negotiations, we first
sketch out briefly the development of indigeneship in post-independence Nigeria, after
which we turn to two case studies from Plateau State.

II. Certifying indigeneship: the fragmentation and formalisation of
belonging

Indigeneship (or the synonym indigeneity) is the status of being a “native,” or “son of the
soil,” in a particular locality in Nigeria, where it grants the holder the ability to claim
historical belonging in contrast to “settlers” who originate elsewhere. Much like in other
parts of West Africa, indigeneship and its territorial claim to belonging has gained
political importance in postcolonial Nigeria (Geschiere 2009). This has led to
a particular form of institutionalisation: the indigeneship certificate.

Historically, as Mamdani (1996, 2001) argued, the politicisation of the “native” in the
context of the modern state has its roots in colonialism. Colonial rule institutionalised
territorial forms of belonging-as-a-native into one of the key building blocks of the
newly-amalgamated Nigerian state. Indigeneship is one of the legacies of this project. At
the same time, however, we suggest that the use of the native/settler hierarchy in
Nigerian governance has changed in at least three significant ways after independence:
first, through fragmentation, as the subdivision of the Nigerian federation created ever-
smaller political units and increasingly localised versions of territorial belonging; second,
through formalisation, as indigeneship became increasingly codified and documented;
and third, as the functionality of indigeneship forms in everyday life changed and,
overall, became more important.

The fragmentation of indigeneship in Nigeria occurred in tandem with the fragmenta-
tion of the federation into states and Local Government Areas (LGAs), from 300 in the
1970s to 774 in the 1999 constitution. Around independence in 1960, visions for the
body politic were largely regional in nature, with ethnic/nationalist movements devel-
oping in the three main regions that constituted Nigeria around independence: the
Igbo-dominated Eastern Region, the Yoruba-dominated Western Region, and the Hausa-
Fulani Northern Region. The category of “native” was less and less considered to be
a broad, racial classification as it had been under colonialism (Mamdani 2001); its
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parameters became increasingly geographical, circumscribed by regions that were
considered as the homelands of the three majority ethnic groups. Political competition
occurred between the three regional-majority groups (Igbo, Yoruba, and Hausa-Fulani)
for control over the federation, but also between them and the minority groups that did
not have “their own” region. In the Middle Belt, for example, minorities created small but
active political parties such as the Berom Progressive Union (BPU), which served as
pressure groups against their larger regional parties and were seen by many locals in the
minority areas as their rightful representatives (Whitaker 1970).

The shock of the Biafran War (1967–1970) was a major catalyst in further dividing the
tripartite federation into states and LGAs, given that it was seen as the explosive
consequence of the unstable, regionalised national polity crafted in the colonial and
early post-colonial years. The political dominance of Ahmadu Bello’s Northern Region in
terms of territory, population, and parliamentary representation, along with the relative
weakness of the federal government vis-à-vis the regional governments turned out to be
fatal flaws in the design and dynamics of Nigeria’s First Republic (1963–1966) (Bach
1989). Further fragmentation of the polity was therefore seen as a way to increase the
relative strength of the federal government vis-à-vis its constituent parts.

Yet the combination of Nigeria’s regional-ethnic politics and its increasing admin-
istrative subdivision also created incentives for ethnic communities to push for
autonomy in the shape of “their own” political unit (i.e. region, state, or LGA). The
subdivision of Jos into Jos North and Jos South LGAs in 1991 serves as a good
example, as many consider it a “favour to the Jos Hausa community” (Ostien 2009).
The Jos Hausa (or Jasawa) were a minority in the larger city of Jos, but were large
enough in Jos North to win elections in the new LGA (which, as we will discuss
below, they did). Oil rents and patronage politics only served to strengthen these
incentives for subdivision, as it raised the stakes of gaining political office (Ekeh 1989,
36). Especially as the debt crisis and Structural Adjustment Programmes of the 1980s
and 1990s drastically reduced the public services provided by the Nigerian state,
control over government and the associated rents became the object of increasing
intercommunal competition and conflict (Ostien 2009).

While this pattern occurred on all three levels of government, the LGA, newly created in
1976, became particularly notorious for fraud and corruption to the point where the “local
government chairmanship has become one of themost lucrative elective positions, after the
presidency and the [state] governorship” (Ukiwo 2006, 2). Communities compete fiercely for
these positions, as the case study of Jos below will highlight; but patterns of competition
vary considerably across the country. Where they are demographically disadvantaged,
minorities push for redrawing administrative boundaries or the creation of new LGAs. The
1999 federal constitution, however, has reinforced the constraints on LGA creation, requir-
ing the support of two-thirds of the political representatives of the existing LGA, the House
of Assembly, as well as the LGA’s residents. As a result, intercommunal competition has
often taken other avenues, including intercommunal conflict and the formalisation and
strategic use of indigeneship.

The formalisation of indigeneship began with the rather progressive 1979 Nigerian
constitution, which ushered in the Second Republic. Indigeneship and the related idea of
the Federal Character were intended to ensure a level of egalitarian inclusion, or power
sharing between indigenes of all localities in the federation, at the federal level (Bach 1989,
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1997). Yet the constitution has remained vague on the criteria for indigeneship, as well as
the way in which it was meant to be administered. Over time, the administrative solution
that emerged was the indigeneship certificate, issued by local or, more recently, state
governments. To our knowledge, there is neither a national administration of indigeneship
certificates nor a systematic attempt to keep track of indigeneship certificates at state or
local levels. Moreover, the vagueness of the constitution has allowed local officials a great
deal of discretion in deciding the criteria that allow people to qualify as “indigenous.” Often
in collaboration with traditional authorities, they have been able to tailor the notion of
indigeneship to fit local patterns of identification and competition (Ehrhardt 2017).

Yet irrespective of these complications, indigeneship certificates have become essen-
tial for Nigerian citizens to access a range of public services and opportunities at the
federal, state, and local government levels. The original functionality of indigeneship was
imagined as a basis for power sharing and affirmative action at the federal level; yet
soon after its introduction, it also became a tool for indigenes at the local level to
exclude non-indigenes from important political, economic, and social opportunities
(Osaghae 1991; Okpu 1989; Suberu 2001; Mustapha 2007; Fourchard 2015).

In LGAs in Plateau State for instance, indigeneship impacts on a range of opportunities
including local employment. As we will see in the case of Quan Pan LGA below, even
a family that has lived in an LGA for over three generations and qualifies as indigenous in
Plateau State but in a neighbouring LGA to where they live, does not gain eligibility for
local government jobs in their place of residence. Furthermore, accessing state or federal
job opportunities is complicated by the fact that Plateau State has fifty-four ethnic groups
classified as indigenous. Every one of these ethnicities, then, is tied to one or two LGAs;
and members of these ethnic groups can only access their “indigenous rights” to employ-
ment opportunities if they can acquire certificates from one of these LGAs. Even political
positions in Plateau State are affected by indigeneship, as they have become the objects
of electoral competition rather than appointment. Indigeneship has become part of this
election process, since it proved a useful category with which to attempt to disqualify the
competition. Such disqualification can happen formally, for example if political parties do
not field candidates who are not indigenes of the LGAs where they run for office. But it
can also happen informally, if candidates use the (alleged) non-indigenous status or
familial origins of candidates to discredit them in public discourse.

Of course, this stylised institutional analysis of fragmentation, formalisation, and func-
tionality only highlights elements of the complex history of indigeneship. More systematic
historical work is necessary to get at this history and explain indigeneship’s transformation
and salience, especially in the face of trends that could have been expected to work
against it. For example, the Nigerianisation policies of the late colonial period were
intended to appease and emancipate “native” Nigerian elites and may have fostered, to
an extent, an all-Nigerian sense of nationalism (Falola and Heaton 2008). However,
Northern elites responded to this policy with extensive Northernization campaigns, as
an illustration of the powerful nature of Nigeria’s regionalising, and later localising
tendencies (Albert 1997; Kwanashie 2002). Similarly, Gowon’s post-Biafran efforts to foster
national cohesion through the National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) have produced
a lasting policy that may have fostered some level of national identification (Agu 1995)
but has not been sufficiently extensive or influential to countervail interethnic competition
and its connections with localising indigeneship.
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III. Negotiation over certification in Jos

To get a better sense of the ways in which shifts in fragmentation, formalisation, and
functionality have played out in negotiations over indigeneship certificates, however, we
need to delve into the local, in this case the city of Jos. The political terrain has always shifted
swiftly in the polyglot city of Jos, whichwas established for tinmining in the early 1900s. Our
starting point is 1950, the year in which the British established Ward Councils and trans-
formed local politics (Plotnicov 1967, 46–49). These purportedly administrative bodies
would carve up the city in new and lasting ways. The Jos Division, for example, was divided
into the Native Authority, which administered the Native Town, and the Township
Administration. This demarcation created a bureaucratic hierarchy between “native”
Africans, the “non-native” Africans, and Europeans. The “native” (northern) Africans were
predominantly the Hausa (who had been given default authority status within the native
town), Plateau groups such as the Berom, and uneducated southerners, mainly informal
Yoruba and Igbo traders. A large number of these people plied their trade within the native
town, providing for the commodity needs of the labourers in the mines and their families.3

The “non-native” Africans were mostly educated southern Nigerians; a collection of Sierra
Leoneans and Ghanaians; and other West Africans. These bureaucratically-inscribed divi-
sions shaped debates and confrontations over who could claim belonging and authority
within the city. Such disputes, in turn, ricocheted through local politics.

Perhaps the best example of this emerges in the period following the end of
the Second World War. During this time, leaders emerged amongst the Berom ethnic
group who fought what they saw as an attempt by the Hausa (and others like the
Kanuri, Jere, and Tera from the North-East) in Jos to use the colonial agencies to “look for
chieftancy” (Logams 2004, 396). Figures like Moses Nyam Rwang, John Wash Pam, and
Alexander Fom were Western-educated and cosmopolitan figures who would later head
up the Berom Progressive Union (BPU). They tried to assert autochthonous authority in
the Jos metropolitan area, over that of the Hausa, as colonialism drew to a close. The
Hausa, they claimed, could not be considered autochthonous, given that their descen-
dants had migrated to the city from the north and had been part of what Ochonu (2014)
labelled “colonialism by proxy.” The ultimate fear amongst these leaders was that, as the
Berom were being resettled to make way for mining, the Hausa (and others) would not
only replace them as “owners of the land,” but would also be given further colonial and
post-colonial powers and privileges (Logams 2004, 399–400).

The Hausa, in turn, argued that their claim to primacy was secure: they had migrated
to Jos during its formative years, the importance of which was recognised by the fact
that the native town was placed under a Sarkin Hausawa (chief of the Hausa). After
much political effort, though, the colonial administration granted the Berom leave to
have a chief and in 1952 the first Gbong Gwom (paramount chief) of Jos was installed
(Ochonu 2014). The Hausa retaliated by forming Jammiyar Hausawan Jos (literally:
“Political Party for the Hausa in Jos”) the following year, preparing for the coming of
a different era of political contestation as the power of colonial rule and Native
Authorities waned and the bureaucratic state began to rise (Baum 1972).

This rising bureaucratic power was used, among others, to issue indigeneity certificates,
which have become a focal point for the long-standing battles over power between auto-
chthonous Jos groups on the one side (most prominently the Berom) and the Hausa on the
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other. Those who seek to exclude Hausa communities in Jos from indigeneship certificates
have claimed that they have access to these documents in other states in northernNigeria. The
Berom traditional leader, for example, has persistently referred to attempts by the Hausa to
gain “double indigene status” (HRW 2006, 44). Hausa leaders, however, maintain that without
opportunities togain certification in Jos they are effectively “stateless,” lacking anyopportunity
to access the documentary power that would help them obtain political and economic
opportunities (Ostien 2009). Moreover, they claim a right to indigeneship certificates as
“custodians of Jos” – a position that they believe was wrongly taken from them by the British.

Further into the independence era, the significance of access to indigeneship doc-
umentation was transparent in the tensions caused by the demarcation of Jos in 1991
into Jos North, Jos East, and Jos South Local Government Areas (LGAs). The creation of
a northern LGA, which comprises most of the metropolis, created an arena in which the
Hausa in Jos could become a political majority. In order to electorally defeat the Hausa in
this area, the other groups claiming autochthony – the Berom, the Anaguta and the
Afizere – would have to form a political alliance. This proved beyond the grasp of their
leaders, who consistently agreed on their opposition to Hausa rule but failed to coalesce
around any positive political platform. Somewhat predictably, then, a Hausa leader,
Sama’ila Mohammed contested for, and emerged as chairman of Jos North in the first
election held after the new LGA’s creation.

The significance of Mohammed’s win was that it demonstrated clearly that the
carving out of Jos North had changed the power dynamics of Plateau State. The fears
of other groups of losing their coveted “ownership” of the land were now obviously real
(Bagudu 2003), not least since Mohammed not only had the legitimate power of
a political administrator over the state, but also could influence those who issued
indigeneity certificates. Sure enough, as soon as he was in office, rumours started to
circulate that Mohammed was issuing certificates to Hausa residents as well as their
Berom, Anaguta, and Afizere counterparts. This certification, in turn, allowed Hausa
people to gain jobs coveted by the non-Hausa groups within the state. In their view,
the non-Hausa groups claiming indigeneship argued that the Hausa were indigenous to
twelve states among the nineteen states that make up Nigeria’s north, and their claims
to indigeneship in Jos were an unjust usurpation of the rights and privileges of the
Berom, Anaguta, and Afizere. The report of the Fiberesima Commission of Inquiry that
looked into the 1994 riots in Jos, for instance, states that:

A recurrent friction for many years between the Berom, Anaguta and Afizere tribes on one hand,
and the Hausa/Fulani tribes on the other hand is a remote cause of the riot. Each part lays claim to
Jos. The Berom, Anaguta and Afizere claim that they are the undisputable indigenous people of
Jos, that the Hausa/Fulani are settler strangers who migrated into Jos for various reasons which
include commerce, employment and repair of fortune but the Hausa/Fulani contend that they are
owners of Jos, had had the privilege of producing rulers of the town since way back in 1902. They
also claim political ascendancy over the other communities at all times. This feeling of one having
supremacy over the other simmered for years, only to break out into open confrontation and riot
on the 12th April, 1994. (Fiberesima et al. 2004)

Having a Hausa leader with so much control of local government machinery, which
afforded him powers to issue documents that promoted Hausa inclusion, did not
resonate well with the Afizere, Anaguta and Berom. This grievance was to rear its
head under the Local Government Chairmanship of Frank Bagudu Tardy, an Anaguta,
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in Jos North when he introduced “Residency Certificates.”4 These certificates were meant
as only evidence to show that an individual, who was not an indigene, had been or was
still a resident of Plateau state, and was eligible to contest for political positions within
the state, but was not eligible for either political appointments or using state or local
government agency to gain employment (Best 2007, 59).

The association between state certification and advancement was so deeply rooted that
many Jos residents purportedly applied for this certificate believing that it would bolster
their legitimacy within the city and enable them to access a wider range of opportunities
(HRW 2006). In actuality, the converse was true: the residency certificate was a material
affirmation of their precarity andmarginality designed to denote their lack of indigeneity. As
one local stated, “when they started issuing these residency certificates, people were not
conscious of their significance – they just rushed to collect them . . . then they found that
when they applied for a job their applications were just thrown away” (HRW 2006). The
positive power of state artefacts had been so central to the political imaginary of these
citizens that they had failed to see the exclusionary manoeuvre behind them.

These broad battles over certification in Jos are crucial to understanding the everyday
politics of the city. It is important to remember, however, that they are not the only struggles
that citizens face when trying to access state documentation. Such macro negotiations sit
alongside and are entangled with the micro negotiations that occur between individual
applicants and state officials. As Laurent Fourchard (2015) has argued in the context of Oyo
state, the process of negotiating this documentary production is not entirely corrupted by
the opportunity for monetary gain but it is highly discretionary. Ultimately, bureaucrats
decide on the veracity of people’s story of origin, their familial claims, and their lineage
history, often in consultationwith traditional authorities. In a context where these claims are
often incompletely documented at best, this power in the hands of state officials and chiefs
is highly discretionary. Consequently, even some of those who self-identify as Berom,
Anaguta or Afizere find themselves turned away if their performance of indigeneity is
found lacking in the application process for indigeneship.5

Figure 1 illustrates the extent and potential impact of the discretionwith which indigene-
ship certificates are distributed. It shows two certificates from Jos North, one from 1994 and
one from 2010. Generally, the differences between them are striking – but the most
significant shift is the move from an “open” to a “closed” form in ethnic terms. In 1994,
the certificate mentioned ethnicity (“Hausa,” in this case) but did not limit the possible
ethnicities that could be accepted as indigenous. In 2010, in contrast, only three ethnic
affiliations were acknowledged as possibly indigenous: Afizere, Berom, and Anaguta. This
shift reflects primarily the efficacy of the alliance between these three groups against the
Hausa in Jos North. The “closed” feature on the forms emerged in the year 2000. Before then,
as discussed above, Hausa political influence allowed for the 1991 Chairman and Secretary
(both Hausa) to effect an “open” indigene form system. Before 1991, indigene certificates for
Jos required the signature of indigenous district heads alone, and “non-indigenes” who
wanted a certificate were expected to take the forms to these district heads, some of whom
illegally demanded money before signing, or in most cases refused to sign and stamp.

However, with the emergence of Sama’ila Mohamed and Ibrahim Dasuki Nakande as
Jos North LGA chairman and secretary (1991–1993), respectively, options for a ward
head’s signature were added. Moreover, it sufficed for the chairman or secretary of the
local government to sign off on the form, thereby by-passing the district head, if he was
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being recalcitrant.6 All this allowed Hausa to acquire indigeneship as well as other ethnic
groups (as is visible in the 1994 form in Figure 1, which was issued to a Hausa resident).
This annoyed the non-Hausa indigenous groups, who realised the need for cohesion and
compromise between them as the only legal means to defeat the powerful Hausa
political machinery in Jos North, which they perceived as “arbitrarily” giving indigene
forms to Hausa residents (Sha 2005). With the return to democracy in 1999 came
a political opportunity to change the indigeneship institution: under the new LGA
Chairman Frank Bagudu Tardy, the Jos North indigeneship form acquired the ethnic
restrictions that were still visible in the 2010 certificate in Figure 1.

Unfortunately, this change did not end the contestation around indigeneship. In fact,
many have argued that it only intensified in subsequent years and became one of the
drivers of the infamous Jos riots of 2001 and subsequent episodes of collective violence
(Ostien 2009). This trend underlines Ostien’s claim that while “[in] Western theory more
local governments would drive democracy down further towards the grassroots, [. . .] [i]n
Nigerian practice it only further localised and multiplied political skulduggery and
violence” (2009, 9). Fragmentation of political units and the formalisation of indigene-
ship do little to resolve interethnic conflict, especially in a context of ethnic patronage
politics and severe competition for political and economic opportunities. Rather, they
relocate it to more local levels of the polity, where it can resurface in more intensified

Figure 1. Jos-North indigeneity certificates from 1994 and 2010.
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and even violent forms, as it did in Jos, or marginalise newly “non-indigenous” groups,
as it has done in the case of Quan Pan that we turn to now.

IV. Negotiation around certification in Quan Pan

The case study of Quan Pan LGA builds on the case study of Jos. In Jos, we saw how
documentation was utilised to create the mutually exclusive categories of “indigene”
and “resident” and focused on battles to capture the local state that issued these
documents. In Quan Pan, we zoom in on those who did not forcefully contest the state’s
certification practices but sought instead to negotiate informally to substitute for the
benefits that formal documentation could bring. We refer to this group collectively as
“indigenous settlers.” Whilst there are many “indigenous settlers” in Quan Pan we focus
on those living in the village of Ampiya, who originate from Mangu LGA that lies just to
the north of Quan Pan. Members of the Ampiya community have lived in Quan Pan for
over four generations, and can therefore never contest for land or even traditional
authority in Mangu; but they also have no liberty to acquire indigeneship in Quan Pan.

Irrespective of this double exclusion from indigeneship, however, the livelihoods of
Ampiya residents are better in Quan Pan without indigeneship than they would likely
have been in Mangu with certification. For they have found that while a certificate of
indigeneity provides the promise of political and economic opportunities, the population
density of Mangu (the resulting competition for opportunities between Mangu indi-
genes) meant that such promises were rarely realised. Consequently, people had chosen
to trade the political inclusion and advancement that documentation might bring in
Mangu for the chance of economic inclusion and advancement in Quan Pan. This trade-
off, however, has not been without its risks. As farmers, economic development
depended on the security of their tenure and tenure is always a highly political question.
Whilst these groups had managed the political negotiations they had encountered to
date, there was therefore always the risk that upset in the future would drag them into
a political battle that – without certification – they were ill-equipped to fight.

To understand the nuances of these negotiations and the (in)security that “indigenous
settlers” face, we must first look in more detail at the demographics and politics of Quan
Pan. Quan Pan LGA is located on the south-western escarpment of the Plateau and its
inhabitants are predominantly farmers with a few others seasonally or simultaneously
working as motorbike taxi riders or mechanics. The two largest ethnic groups in the area
are the Pan (an ethnic collection of Kofyar groups; see Netting 1974) and the Goemai. They
have been joined, over the last century, by a large number of other ethnicities, mainly from
the hill areas of the Plateau, who have mostly settled on the Quan Pan plains, renowned for
their fertile and rich soil and well-placed for growing yams. Groups like the Mwaghavul,
Mupun, Tiv, and others have settled in the area as tenants of the two larger ethnic groups.

Themacro politics of Quan Pan LGA revolve around the struggle between the Kofyar and
the Goemai over who owns the land and who has merely settled upon it. Historically, the
Kofyar have largely inhabited the highlands and used the plains seasonally for farming and
game, whereas the Goemai have predominantly been farmers, fishermen, and hunters.
From the 1980s, when the Kofyar began to make moves for self-determination led by then
civilian State Governor Solomon Lar, there has been increased tension between the two
groups. Whilst Lar’s attempts to institutionalise Kofyar autonomy through the creation of
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a Pan LGA and the formation of a new traditional rulership were stymied by the military
takeover in 1984, tensions remained. These were revived when State Governor Joshua
Dariye sought to designate the settlement of Namu as a “development area.” This designa-
tion held the promise of government investment and led to political contestation that
ignited on-going resentment between the Kofyar (or Pan) and the Goemai, even leading to
violence in late 2005. This conflict remains significant today as backdrop to this case study.

ThevillageofAmpiya is to thenortheast ofNamu in apredominantlyGoemai area. Thearea,
unlikeNamu, is not contested by different ethnicities, but by twoGoemai clans in twodifferent
communities, Kwande and Kurgwi, which enclose Ampiya. The history between these two
clans has set the people of Ampiya on edge. Not being certified indigenes and renting
a contested expanse of land, these families have everything to lose should the conflict
between Kwande and Kurgwi escalate, or should that of Namu extend to the area. In their
state of documentary precarity, the communities in Ampiya depend upon the stability of the
broader political terrain for their own stability and security. The Ampiya (or Piya) community
consists of hamlets of between five and twelve structures. These structures are U-shaped
compounds formed out of three or fourmud houses, with the patron’s quarters at the helm. In
the middle of this “U” is a barn. Most structures house extended families and in some cases
amember of the family moves a small distance (around thirty meters) away to build their own
house. These hamlets are divided into three broad areas, each labelled according to the closest
branch of the Church of Christ in Nations (COCIN), which is the most common church in the
region: COCIN 1, COCIN 2, and COCIN 3. The most populated hamlet, Angwan Dan Zaria, falls
under COCIN 1.

The largest ethnic group within Ampiya are the Mwaghavul from Mangu LGA. In fact,
surprisingly, eight of the twelve village heads (Mai Angwa’s) in this Goemai area are
Mwaghavul, including the head of Ampiya. This is a testament to the inter-ethnic
cohesion that residents have negotiated in this area at present. Other ethnic groups
living in Ampiya include the Chip, Angas, Berom, Kofyar, and Fulani.7 During the early
1930s, the area was largely empty and very little farming activity took place. The Mai
Angwa Gideon Mangtu claims that he came to the area forty years ago from the village
of Mangun in Mangu LGA.8 Like many others, he chose to make the journey because
population density in Mangu had reduced the economic prospects that indigenes could
enjoy: he was the youngest of four children and land in his family was scarce.

Whilst he had been settled in Ampiya for decades, Mangtu, like most tenant farmers,
was not eligible for an indigeneship certificate unless he returned to Mangu. This kind of
return is not feasible, as the population-to-land ratio is Mangun has only increased since
he left. Kinship bonds between his family in Ampiya and his counterparts in Mangun
may well remain strong, but this would not allow him to access meaningful amounts of
land in the long term. He is welcomed by his family in the Mangun area only as a visitor.
This restriction is understandable: families in Mangun are only just managing to avoid
conflict over scarce land as it is, through dialogue and carefully cultivated notions of
collective sharing. The late district head of Mangun reflected, “the possibility of the
Ampiya ‘settlers’ getting land is quite hard. Not that we won’t give them if the need
arises, but where is the land to give them?”9 The Mwaghavul of Ampiya have thus found
themselves as “settlers” in their current abode and “visitors” in their original homestead.

Currently, Ampiya migrants like Mangtu are renting their land from Goyam and his
sons. Goyam is a Goemai from Kurgwi, a community north of Ampiya, that claims
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Ampiya and its adjoining villages as ancestral land based on the fact that one of their
traditional rulers married the daughter of the Village Head of Kwande, a neighbouring
community, which originally held priority rights. The marriage provided for Kurgwi’s
rights over Ampiya through female inheritance. Goyam had inherited his land, much to
the displeasure of the Kwande Village Head’s sons, who felt cheated by their sisters’
inheritance that gave Kurgwi rights over the land. Goyam gave the Ampiya migrants the
freedom to settle and cultivate fallow land and they were usually offered more land as
they demonstrated the capacity to utilise it. In return, they were expected to give tribute
to Goyam’s family in Kurgwi. This consisted of a proportion of their annual harvest.
Furthermore, should conflict arise, they were expected to demonstrate loyalty to their
landlord.10 This ancestral contestation gained prominence in the 1980s when farm
produce from Ampiya began to gain more commercial value. The tenants in Ampiya
began making reasonably large profits from the sale of yams and cassava, which
encouraged the landlords to seek a larger amount as tribute. Kurgwi now negotiated
a new and much more profitable arrangement for them as landlords.

Although their negotiations for tenure with Goyamhad been successful, these agreements
ultimately dependedupon thebroader political landscape inAmpiya remaining stable. Should
it be disrupted, their uncertified status would put them in a fragile political position.
Unfortunately for the migrant community, political stability was far from certain. The threat
came from the sons of Kwande’s former Village Head who had been disinherited by Goyam.
They had remained covetous of the land and, in the early 1990s, one of these sons opened
a case against Goyam’s son in themagistrate’s court of Quan Pan LGA. As well as pursuing this
legal channel, the Kwande former village head’s sons also tried their hand at intimidation,
demanding that the people of Ampiya transfer the tribute from Goyam’s family in Kurgwi to
their family in Kwande. Should they not acquiesce to his demands, the son argued, he would
have thewhole community evicted. In recent years, these threats have continued and the sons
have also made attempts to collect the tribute they consider to be rightfully theirs. Whilst the
community has resisted these demands and held fast to the informal tenure they had secured
withGoyam, they are also apprehensive: anywholesale political upheaval could destabilise the
current situation in which, informally at least, “ . . . the indigenous people have taken us as
people of the land.”11 As Mangtu argues, “we imagine when the unborn or more radical
descendants of our hosts choose to seize back their lands, what happens to our livelihoods?”

Should they lose their access to farming land in Ampiya, the prospects for these
migrants are bleak. State infrastructure in the area is generally lacking: Ampiya has only
two primary schools built in the 1970s, which are seriously dilapidated. The nearest
secondary school is located at the nearby settlement of Gidan Dabat and it caters for
students from three different communities. Their ability to access state services beyond
Ampiya and re-train for occupations outside farming, as well as their access to such
occupations, are constricted by their lack of certification. Furthermore, whilst they have
managed to negotiate economic advancement, the migrants in Ampiya do not feel that
they can negotiate any political advancement beyond the position of Mai Angwa.
Gideon Mangtu’s son, for example, harboured an ambition to stand as a ward councillor
for their ward (Kwande Ward). His father, however, dissuaded him from doing so for fear
of angering the Goemai or other groups in Kwande. Were his son to win, Mangtu
argued, their carefully negotiated tenancy agreements would unravel, and they would
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be chased from the indigenous owners who would see his ascent as a challenge to the
benefits that their documentation secured.

Conclusion

This article has used the document of the indigeneity certificate as a starting point to explore
the everyday politics of citizenship and belonging in Nigeria. The processes of documentation
and negotiation over and around it reveal a political subjectivity that has roots in Lugard’s
model of indirect rule. That said, we cannot draw any simplistic relationship between the
categories of the “native” of the colonial period and the “indigene” today: to do sowould be to
ignore the complex regional, ethnic, and economic developments in the late colonial period
and the post-colonial period that have led to the narrow, formal, and highly politicised notion
of indigeneity that is used today. The political-institutional analysis and case studies highlight
this trend, as well as a deeper one entangled in this process: the rise of the local bureaucratic
state in Nigeria, which acquired the personnel capacity and the legislative freedom to issue
certificates of indigeneity as it saw fit, in ways that differed from locale to locale.

Our case studies unearthed two distinct forms of negotiation, both of which provide
insights into the processes of citizenship and belonging in Plateau State and many other
parts of Nigeria beyond it. The first, a case study of Jos North LGA, explored the
negotiations that happened over indigeneity certificates. Here we see how different
ethnic groups battled for control of the state and its LGAs in an attempt to hold the pen
that writes these powerful state documents. As we saw, indigeneship certificates can
both affirm the status of a denizen and enable them in the process of political-economic
advancement, as individuals and as groups. Conversely, residency certificates left people
fighting a verdict of exclusion and politico-economic marginalisation. That is not to say,
of course, that the capture of the state pen by a particular group was any guarantee that
a self-identifying member of that group would receive this prized documentation. As
Fourchard (2015) and Ehrhardt (2017) have demonstrated, individual state officials
ultimately had a wide range of discretion over whether they would acknowledge
a claim to group membership: the performance of indigeneity, in everyday life and
during the certification process, remains key.

The second, a case study of Ampiya in Quan Pan LGA, explored the negotiations that
happen around indigeneity certificates. We focused here on individuals for whom the promise
of economic advancement couldnot be realised through formal certification. Facingeconomic
hardship if they remained in their certificated area, these families had chosen instead to
migrate to Quan Pan. There, they hadmanaged to negotiate economic security and advance-
ment despite their lack of documentation. State artefacts, however, have not lost their power
in this region. Should their negotiations be challenged, they would probably be overpowered
by indigenes who could use their certification to wield the power of the local state and
judiciary. Given the ongoing tensions between their landlord and his brothers-in-law, their
long-term future seemed far from certain.

Together, the two cases illustrate the central position of indigeneship documentation in the
struggle for resources and opportunities, particularly those that are provided and distributed
by the Nigerian state. Control over the certification process, through influence in local
government, and access to indigeneship certificates have become important tools in this
struggle. At the same time, the case study of “indigenous settlers” in Quan Pan illustrates how
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difficult it may be to wield these tools, particularly for Nigerians who migrate around the
country. Of course, some of themmay be able to work around the constraints of their migrant
status, but the lack of documentation remains a source of constraints and vulnerability.
Certification processes may be flawed, but the vivacity and social significance of indigeneship
documentation is as strong as ever, and likely growingunder thedemocratic dispensation. It is,
as Cooper-Knock and Owen argue in their introduction to this issue, a basis to claim resources
and a means to verify or create identities; but it is also a reflection of a dynamic and shifting
legacy of indirect rule in a context of political fragmentation.

Notes

1. An interesting case arose in Plateau State, where judicial officials were accused of abscond-
ing from offices in order to avoid submission of court processes. See Gbande (2017).

2. An interesting case in point in the Kaduna Archives evidenced by one of the authors, is of
a large number missing file documents in the Jos Province files concerning native authority
land and traditional title matters. The particular case of archival material on Central Nigeria
disappearing or being torn off, led to a drive by the Department of History in the University of
Jos to acquire all copies of provincial and other reports, memo’s and correspondences on
Central Nigeria for retrieval purposes by students and those interested in research on the area.

3. It should be noted though that quite a number of these people became successful business-
men, a few of whom still have thriving legacy businesses. One such person was Pa Joseph
Onigbinde and his Associated Best Foods: http://bestfoodsnigeria.com/aboutus.html.

4. Frank Bagudu Tadry, an Anaguta, was elected chairman of Jos North between 1999 and
2002, and under him issuance of indigene certificates from Jos North to Hausa and other
non-Plateau groups was completely stopped. Rather, another document called a Residency
Certificate was introduced for them (Ostien 2009).

5. From interviews with respondents who availed their certificates, some alluded to the fact
that they were asked to speak in their various languages by the ward heads of the
communities, before they (the ward heads) signed the document.

6. Although district heads had relatively fewer powers than local government chairmen, they
wielded a lot of respect and powers within their communities.

7. There are, in fact, two distinct groups of Fulani. The first are permanent residents who
engage in both cattle rearing and farming. They have a community head and enjoy good
relations with other groups in Ampiya. The second are itinerant Fulani who annually visit
the area for periods of between four and six weeks. They also have negotiated a good
relationship with their neighbours.

8. Interview with the maiangwa (ward head) of COCIN one Gideon Mangtu, 25 and
26 January 2007 and 12 September 2014.

9. Interview with the Mishkagham Mangun, Da Abednego Buut Gunneen, 21 April 2007.
10. Interview with the maiangwa (ward head) of COCIN one Gideon Mangtu, 25 and

26 January 2007 and 12 September 2014.
11. The court case over who owns Ampiya has been in court since 1992. Due to delays in

court proceedings and constant pleas by the courts for an out-of-court settlement, there
has been no verdict or resolution of the case at the time of preparing this article.
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